Abstract: Aircraft icing phenomena involve in complicated interactions among multiphase flows (i.e., gaseous incoming airflow, super-cooled liquid water droplets/surface water film flows, and ice accreting solid airfoil surface) coupled with unsteady heat transfer (i.e., the release of the latent heat of fusion) and dynamic phase changing (i.e., solidification) processes. The research progress made in the speaker's laboratory in developing novel flow diagnostic techniques to characterize the complex multiphase flows pertinent to aircraft icing phenomena is presented. A novel molecular tagging technique is introduced at first to achieve simultaneous measurements of droplet size, flying velocity and transient temperature of in-flight liquid droplets, which is pertinent to the dynamic and thermodynamic behaviors of flying super-cooled droplets before impacting onto airfoil surfaces to start ice accretion process. Then, a novel digital image projection (DIP) technique is also introduced to achieve quantitative measurements of the droplet/film thickness distributions to quantify the dynamic impact process of droplets onto solid surface with different impact velocities and surface wettability. Based on the time-resolved DIP measurements, the time evolution of the droplet shapes in the course of the dynamic impact process, i.e., the spreading, receding, and oscillating of the impinging droplets, under different test conditions are revealed clearly and quantitatively. The quantitative measurements are very helpful to elucidate the underlying physics for better understanding of the important micro-physical processes pertinent aircraft icing phenomena in order to develop more effective and robust anti-/de-icing strategies to ensure safer and more efficient aircraft operation in cold weather.
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